
 

English  Bites  ( 16 NOVEMBER 2019) 

IDIOMS AND PHRASES 

 

1. Evening of life 

 A)Old age  B)A party 

 C)Holiday    D)None of these 

 Ans-1 

 2.Make both ends meet 

 A)Live within means B)Achieve a solution  

 C)Live among people  D)End of the road 

 ans-1 

 3. To bury the hatchet 

 A)  To make peace B)  To dig the ground 

 C)  To negotiate D)   To make war  

 Ans-1 

 4.Fair-weather friend 

 A)Honest only when easy and convenient 

 B)Truthful only when easy and convenient 

 C)Supports only when easy and convenient 

 D)Temporary only when easy and convenient 

 Ans-3 

 5.  For keeps 

 A) Himself  B)  Away 

 C)  Forever  D)Hid  Ans-3 

 6. All moonshine 

 A)  Glowing B)  Far from reality   

  C)  Celestial D)  About the moon   ans-2 

 7.  Butt in 

 A) Record  B)  Impose 

 C)  Improvise  D)Interrupt 

 Ans-4 

 8. Bad blood 

A)  Shooting      B)Anemia   

 C)Enmity   D)Mourning 

Ans-3 

9.Kangaroo court 

A)a group of kangaroos     B)the young kangaroo 

C)unofficial estimate         D)unofficial court 

Ans-4 

10.To give up the ghost 

A) To die B)To make false appearance 

C)To terrify others by acting in suspicious 

manner 

D)To leave useless pursuits  ans-1 

11. In life, we have to take the rough with the 

smooth. 

A)be tough in order to be successful 

B)use pleasant words to make things smooth 

C)accept unpleasant as well as pleasant things 

D)make unpleasant things better            ans-3 

12.To tell you in a nutshell, lust for power and 

money has almost spoiled him. 

A)as objectively as possible 

B)in a simple and brief manner 

C)an actual experience described vividly 

D)to take in confidence  ans-2 

13.He is the only civil servant I know who hates 

red tape. 

A)accepting bribes B)formal procedures 

C)corruption D) dishonesty ans-2 

14.Pankaj had a chequered career since I first 

knew him as an assistant dealer in the transport 

company. 

A)accepting bribes B)formal procedures 

C)corruption D)dishonesty ans-3 

15.There is no love lost between any two 

neighboring countries in the world. 

A)stop loving B) not on good terms 

C)forming a group D)have good 

understanding 

Ans-2 

WAS THIS SESSION HELPFUL 

????? 

 


